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WELCOME

Welcome to the new 1NAA

newsletter .

 

We plan to send a newsletter at

the start of each new term to

keep you updated on the fun we

have been getting up to and let

you know our future dates .

 

Check out the NEWS page on

our website for more photos

and full reports of our previous

sessions .

 

A huge THANK YOU to our

instructors who make these

sessions happen- if you want to

get involved in assisting or

running an activity get in touch .

 

Alex Bolton

 

F IRST  FEW  MONTHS

1st Nailsea has a strong history of kayaking with the

Kayaking Club running for many years .  In recent

time sessions have reduced to the Summer months

after we no longer had the use of a pool .

 

The idea of 1NAA was launched in May this year

with the aim to revive the aim of the kayak club but

with a broader range of activities so that a larger

pool of instructors can be involved .

 

As you can see from our photos 1NAA has had a

fantastic start .  Cubs from all 3 packs have taken

part in our initial archery session and are looking

forward to the next .

We have bought tomahawks and targets so we can

now run tomahawk throwing sessions .

Our instructors are working towards gaining more

qualifications .

We have had a busy Summer with raft building ,

kayaking ,  archery and tomahawk throwing all being

run for Cub and Scout Sections .

 

 

 

 



UPCOMING

SESS IONS :

We run extra sessions for our

Scout Group in the adventurous

theme including but not limited

to :

 tomahawk throwing ,  archery ,

kayaking ,  raft building ,

hiking ,  geocaching ,  aerial

runway .

 

The sessions are ad hoc

meaning we fit them in around

the program as an optional

extra .

 

Over time we want to run

various sessions for Beavers ,

Cubs and Scouts and some

sessions will be a mixture !

We think this is amazing as

everyone gets to know each

other a bit more within the

Group .

GET  OUTDOORS :  S IGN  UP

Head to the website to sign up for the sessions-

 

Further details can be found there including

location and timings .

 

Don 't forget to check back for more sessions as they

are added .

www.

1stnailseaadventurousactivities

.weebly.com

27-SEPT 
Archery 7pm

(Cub & Scout)
 

12-OCT 
Tomahawk Throwing 10am

(Cub & Scout)
 

alexjadeb@icloud.com


